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Employees gain the upper hand
as workforce shortage takes hold
employee market, without question,
best I have seen for about
seven years.”
Not all employees
have the luxury and
peace of mind that
Nancy Clark
comes with knowing
they could easily find a job
tomorrow if the need or desire arises.
Jobs for entry level developers, general
oday’s employment market in admin and less skilled help, continue
Ottawa is experiencing a shift to be fairly easy to fill. It is the skilled
from an employer’s market to employee with specialized qualificaan employee’s market. Demographics tions and certifications who is in the
alone identify the workforce short- most demand. Today in Ottawa, the
market is strong
age that is quickly
for technical folks
coming upon us
Today in Ottawa,
in the software,
with the aging baby
the market is strong hardware, RF deboomers starting to
sign and wireless
retire and the workfor technical folks
fields. We also see
force generations X
in the software,
strong demand for
and Y simply not
matching the sheer
hardware, RF design support functions
in IT, HR, acnumbers of the
and wireless fields. counting, finance
boomers.
Anne
SteWe also see strong and management.
All of these roles
venson,
founddemand for support are increasingly
ing partner of
difficult to fill.
Stevenson
and
functions in IT, HR,
The challenge
White,
specialaccounting, finance in recruiting this
izes in financial
sought after taland
accounting
and management.
ent is identifying
recruitment. She
All of these roles
a competitive difis seeing fewer
ferentiation. Emcandidates availare increasingly
ployers have to be
able in today’s
difficult to fill.
able to define and
market while deexplain what is
mand is increasing. Anne has found that “we need to unique or special about their company
cast a much wider net. It is no longer and the particular opportunity that will
possible to just rely on posting the entice a candidate to come on board.
Candidates who have been afposition on the internet. We are having to do a lot more direct recruit- fected by layoffs often are more deing, networking, etc.” Other recruit- manding in their negotiations. Good
ers and career transition counselors candidates are reviewing multiple ofagree. Doug Tansley, a senior coach fers at the same time, each with good
More, see On the Job, page 4
from KWA Partners feels it is “an
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Clustering round the tech flame

airborne navigation system to the Canadian air force.” Thus was created the
nucleus of today’s local tech scene.
ttawa’s technology clusters are
According to NRC, there are 11 clusalways on the move, continuter initiatives across Canada ranging
ously reinventing themselves
from ocean technologies in St.
to meet market demands. It’s
to fuel cells in Vancouver.
this agility that has kept them
Clusters have some overlap and John’s
Ottawa is listed as the country’s
on the cutting edge. And it’s
it’s possible to develop business centre of photonics activity, but
their cluster associations that,
working diligently, are making opportunities around convergent this categorization shortchanges
the city’s wider tech community
sure they stay there.
technologies. These provide a
by a wide margin.
A cluster, when not talkMike Darch is more than
ing grapes, is “a significant
competitive advantage and put
qualified to discuss the dynamics
concentration of companies
a considerable gap between
of clusters, having observed them
that have grown around a nub
closely over the years. As execuof R&D facilities, suppliers,
us and other cities.
tive director of global marketing
skilled people, mentoring and
“The more successful technology at the Ottawa Centre for Research and
risk capital providers,” as defined on
the National Research Council’s clusters in North America were formed Innovation (OCRI) he sees the long-term
(NRC) website. Clusters provide an by companies that were created to potential of Ottawa’s clusters. “A cluster
environment for networking, industrial meet local requirements for technolo- needs to build upon its strength…and be
development, investment and commer- gy-based products and services,” says able to re-invent itself.” These abilities
cialization to occur. New companies Denny Doyle, chairman of DoyleTech have been critical in allowing the local
start when they spin off from the origi- Corp. “In Ottawa, Computing Devic- tech industry to surf new waves as they’ve
es of Canada Ltd. was formed in 1948 arrived,” says Mr. Darch.
nal R&D laboratory.
“We have deep knowledge of softThey find the technical and financial to supply a large electronic trainer to
support they need to develop and market the Canadian navy and a sophisticated ware, telecommunications, semiconductors…and this has kept us on the frontlines of areas such as wireless, security
and defence, and VoIP.” Recently he has
watched the rise of Ottawa’s cleantech
cluster, spearheaded by companies like
Iogen, whose cellulose ethanol technology converts biomass into fuel. He notes
that local efforts to extract energy from
materials like cellulose fibre (found in
cornstalks or wood chips, a byproduct
of the lumber industry) are “farsighted,”
given the controversy over using edible
energy sources such as corn.
More, see Clusters, page 4
By James Bowen

O

innovative products and processes. The
success of one company attracts another, and another...eventually building a
critical mass of skilled people, expertise,
capital and entrepreneurial drive.

NANCY CLARK explains on this page how an ‘employee market’ has come to be.
DENZIL DOYLE on Page 2 reaches four centuries back to find meaning for our tech future.
Blogscanner BOB JANELLE, Page 6, finds someone who was blogging before the word
was coined. On Page 7 ANDREW WAITMAN describes how doubters can sap the life
from young enterprise. ORBITS are in a new space this month, on Page 2. NUGGETS of
tech company news start on Page 5.

orbits

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY

Steve Bonham

joins AFORE Solutions management
team as director of operations. Working at companies such as Newbridge,
JDS Uniphase, and BreconRidge,
Mr. Bonham has held a variety of engineering and management positions
over his 15 years in Ottawa. His background is in manufacturing, manufacturing engineering, and supply chain
management. He is an active member
of the Ottawa Manufacturers’ Network and has been for six years. Mr.
Bonham has a BSc in mechanical engineering from the University of New
Brunswick.

COM DEV

hires former MOSAID CEO George
Cwynar as president of COM DEV
Canada, one of four
divisions established
by the Cambridge,
Ontario-based firm
after a recent reshaping of the company.
Mr. Cwynar, who
relinquished the top
job at MOSAID in
George
April of last year,
Cwynar
will oversee COM
DEV’s Ottawa-based
Canadian
operations, which makes
microwave and optical products for
military and space.
Prior to his 12 years
as MOSAID boss,
Mr. Cwynar spent 13
Michael Pley
years at MacDonald
Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. There,
he formed government contacts that
will doubtlessly benefit his new employer, which has tasked him with
looking after initiatives that involve
the Canadian government and international agencies such as NASA and the
European Space Agency. Mr. Cwynar’s appointment coincides with the
reassignment of two of COM DEV’s
top executives. Michael Williams,
VP of the company’s space electronics division, is made president of the
international products segment, while
Michael Pley is promoted to COO,
with responsibility for operations at all
four divisions, including COM DEV’s
US and European businesses.

Susan Crutchlow

is hired as SVP, sales and marketing,
at Organisation Metrics, a Markham,
Ont.-based talent management software provider entering the national
capital region. The
former Grantium
VP has worked at
companies including WrappedApps
Corp., The Yankee
Group, and Oracle
Corp. She attended the Niagara College of Applied Arts and Technology, earning major in marketing and
sales. Ms Crutchlow is a runner, golfer
2 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

and hiker. She enjoys entertaining, and
says she considers herself an amateur
gourmet cook.

Jill Lauren Hass

is appointed as director of R&D at
Clearford Industries Inc. Ms. Hass
joined Clearford in
June 2005 as project
engineer, supporting the deployment
of Clearford’s small
bore sewer. She is
a member of the
American Water Works Association,
the Ontario On-site Wastewater Association, the Canadian Green Building Council, the Water Environment
Federation, the Young Environmental Professionals, as well as Ottawa
Women in Science and Engineering.
Ms. Hass has a degree in civil engineering, with a specialization in water
resources, and a master’s degree in
environmental engineering, both from
uOttawa. She currently manages many
R&D projects in partnership with four
Canadian universities and supervises
two NSERC industrial scholarships.

Pronexus Inc.,

developer of application development
tools for IVRs and voice-enabling
business processes,
adds two new faces
to its sales team,
Joseph Wanna and
Nicholas Doyle. Mr.
Doyle
previously
worked for Corel,
The Source by Circuit City and Dell
Joseph Wanna
Canada. In his spare
time he enjoys experimenting with Linux
and playing tennis.
A practitioner of
Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karatedo, he has
five years of study
under his green belt.
Mr. Wanna comes to Nicholas Doyle
Pronexus from Telus
where he worked with both SMBs and
large corporations. He enjoys camping
in the summer, hockey in the winter,
“and a healthy and positive attitude all
year round.”

PharmaGap Inc.

appoints Drs. David Barnes, Douglas Cowart and Gary Schwartz to
its newly formed
clinical development
group, to take the
company’s cancer
drug, PhG-alpha-1,
through the process required to get
approval to begin
clinical trials in humans. Dr. Barnes, a David Barnes
physician and molecular biologist, has
worked with industry and government
in clinical development, regulation
and safety of biologics since 2001. He
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is a former clinical
evaluator of Health
Canada’s biologics
and genetic therapies
directorate, and past
head of its biotechnology products surveillance unit, marketed health prodDouglas
ucts directorate. Dr.
Cowart
Barnes has served as
PharmaGap’s director of clinical development and regulatory affairs since
2005. He will have
overall responsibility for the program,
reporting to company president Robert Gary Schwartz
McInnis. Dr. Douglas Cowart, a pharmacologist, has over
25 years experience in clinical trials
design and planning, with both FDA
and international clinical trials experience in over 50 clinical studies. In his
practice, Dr. Cowart has developed a
consortium of medical, scientific, and
regulatory consultants, which will be
brought to bear on the project, as required. Dr. Gary Schwartz, chief, melanoma and sarcoma service for SloanKettering’s department of medicine’s
division of solid tumor oncology, has
been working with the company since
2006. His numerous titles include
member and attending physician at
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center and professor of medicine at
Weill Medical College of Cornell
University in New York.

Caroline Savignac,

of Vocantas, moves into her new role
as director of healthcare and corporate solutions, to
address the demand
for
technologies
that improve patient
care, reduce staff
burden and increase
safety. Formerly, as
marketing manager,
Caroline worked directly with Vocantas’ clients to learn
how interactive voice technologies
and speech recognition solutions could
meet their needs. She will use this experience, along with her over 18 years
experience in IT, to help clients improve their operational efficiency in
healthcare and customer service applications. Prior to Vocantas, Caroline
worked as marketing communications
manager at AutoSkill International
and ACERRA Learning of Algonquin
College. A member of Toastmasters
and OCRI, Caroline enjoys entertaining friends and family at her country
home, which she shares with her husband and their many cats and dogs.

All the news that doesn’t fit
in print is on the SCANsite
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

We have energy technology,
now let’s turn it into money
There can be no doubt that transportation technology is today’s
laggard. Something has
obviously gone wrong
in recent years when
we find our transporDeNZIl DOyle
tation costs skyrocketing while the level of traveler
satisfaction has been deteriorating. (Can
anyone say that the average airport is enhis year is the four hundredth joyable? Or even tolerable?)
anniversary of the arrival of
Canada has made wonderful contriSamuel de Champlain in what butions to both transportation and comeventually became Canada. He was munications technologies over the years.
able to get here because the technology When we were called upon to solve the
related to transportation had reached a problem of connecting our banks topoint where it was possible to build a gether from coast to coast at reasonable
ship out of wood and have it cross the costs, we pioneered packet switching.
Atlantic Ocean on wind power alone. A century before that, we built our own
He was also able to bring an instrument railway systems, including the locomowith him that would give him a pretty tives that travelled on them.
good idea of where
The challenges
We can only hope facing the transporhe was on that ocean
at any given point in
industry today
and pray that our tation
time. While his initial
are enormous, most
voyage and his sub- politicians don’t give of them revolving
sequent explorations
around the developall our money to
have been the subment of new energy
ject of many books maintain jobs in the sources. It is an area
and articles, what automotive industry in which Canada has
is not as well noted
some expertise – or
without keeping
is the fact that very
at least the ability to
few people followed
develop it if we put
any to build an
him. Almost another
our minds to it.
energy industry.
two centuries would
While it is easy to
pass before any serisympathize with our
ous attempt was made to colonize and politicians in their attempts to maintain
populate the territory that he founded.
jobs in the automotive industry, we can
The main reason for the delay was only hope and pray that they don’t give
a lag in communications technology. all our money to that cause without
People were simply not willing to settle keeping any to build what I would call
so far away from home without having an “energy industry”. We have excelthe ability to mainlent fuel cell techtain communications
but we seem
While technology nology
with family, friends,
to have difficulty
serves us in a
and relatives. As the
turning it into prodwooden ships beucts that will make
number of ways,
came faster and more
money for investors.
the majority of its The same is true
reliable, they served
as a means of comnuclear energy.
applications can be of
munications. Settlers
We are doing some
grouped under
were able to send the
unique things in the
odd letter back home either transportation dilution of heavy
to tell those who were
oil and that technolinterested that they or communications. ogy is going to be
had survived another
in demand around
and they never
Canadian
winter.
the world as we run
However, it was not seem to be in synch. out of the convenuntil the arrival of the
tional oil. We also
telegraph and the laying of the trans-At- have pockets of technology for turning
lantic cable in the early eighteen hundreds biomass and garbage into energy. And
that the settlers felt that they could come the list goes on. Maybe a starting point
here without cutting of all communica- would be to take an inventory of what
tions with their community back home.
we do have and what it would take to
While technology serves us in a turn it into money.
number of ways, the majority of its applications can be grouped under either
NATIONAL CAPITAL SCAN
transportation or communications. And
IS PRINTED ON
they never seem to be in synch. Just as
in the days of Champlain, one is always
RECYCLED
more advanced than the other. While
NEWSPRINT
communications technology is unbelievable at this point in time, most of
us can remember the day when a phone
call to Europe cost the equivalent of
several hours’ wages. And that was at
a time when Super Constellations were
flying to Europe without even stopping
in Newfoundland.
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Clusters create convergence opportunities ...from page 1 On
...from page 1
Looking ahead, Mr. Darch sees the
convergence of telecom and software
potentially producing new local clusters in telemedicine and bedside diagnostics, a field currently occupied by
i-STAT and Epocal, whose FlexCard
provides an entire blood diagnostic laboratory on a chip. “The cost and time
associated with analyzing patient samples in a central lab is huge,” he points
out. “Providing medical personnel with
the tools to conduct and analyze medical tests at the patient’s hospital bedside
is an emerging market area.”
eBC supports web-based commerce
and business models and, specifically,
the formation and growth of Ottawaarea eBusiness enterprise. Its chair,
Steve Fanjoy, is a certified management consultant with Welch Consulting Group. “Many web-based startups
don’t need much capital investment
to get going,” he says. “And many of
these companies might be under the required capital threshold of most VCs.
“eBC wants to help startups by providing them with, among other things,
best practices, lessons learned and
successful examples of the bootstrap
financing model. Many eBC members were self-financed but have built
extremely successful businesses.” In
2008-2009 eBC will be announcing
an advisory board of several successful Ottawa-based eBusiness entrepreneurs, “motivated to bring their
knowledge back into the broader startup community,” notes Mr. Fanjoy.
The Ottawa Wireless Cluster was
set up to foster networking and knowledge exchange for its members, with an
emphasis on business or, in the words
of its chairman, Neil Knudson, “how
to make money.” He points out that

 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

because many products combine technologies, “clusters have some overlap,”
which could occasion much inter-cluster co-operation. “It is possible to develop business opportunities around
convergent technologies,” he says.
“And these converged opportunities
will provide a competitive advantage
to the clusters because the knowledge
growth it creates puts a considerable
gap between us and other cities.”
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Bruce Lazenby, chairman of the
Ottawa Software Cluster, says his
association’s first goal is to “help
software companies create wealth for
shareholders – because, quite simply,
the local company founders want results.” The group assists its members
with matters pertaining to sales, legal
issues and corporate structure, among
others. “Most of the member companies are young and small, but once a

Cluster contacts

These are the principal contacts for Ottawa’s main clusters:
Call Centres
callcentres.org
Sandy Freeman
sandra.freeman@sympatico.ca
(613) 723-2870

(613) 828-6274 ext. 132
and
David McInnes
david.mcinnes@mdsinc.com
(613) 592 3400 ext. 2285

Cleantech
ottawacleantech.com
Marc McArthur
mmcarthur@ocri.ca
(613) 828-6274 ext. 276

Photonics
ottawaphotonics.com
Mike Scott
michael_scott@rogers.com
(613) 235-8012

Clean Energy
ottawacleantech.ca/about/
cleanenergy.html
Christopher Henderson
chenderson@lumosenergy.com
(613) 562-2005 ext. 225

Security
securitycluster.com
David Luxton
dluxton@defsec.ca
(613) 789-5136

eBusiness Cluster
ebusinesscluster.com
Steve Fanjoy
SFANJOY@welchandco.ca
(613) 760-4526
Medtech
ottawamedtech.com
Mandeep Rayat
mrayat@ocri.ca

Software
ottawasoftwarecluster.com
Bruce Lazenby
bruce.lazenby@hotmail.com
(613) 291-2476
Wireless
ottawawirelesscluster.com
Neil Knudsen
nknudsen@sympatico.ca
(613) 288-4212

company has ‘value’ it’s amazing how
legal issues regarding ownership of intellectual property come in,” says Mr.
Lazenby. For the next 2-3 years the
group’s focus will be on helping more
software companies hit the $5-million
mark. “This means that outside boards,
financing with VC funding, getting the
product to market without using lots of
money, and executive mentoring are
all important issues,” says Lazenby.
The newly formed Ottawa Clean
Energy Cluster (OCEC) is spreading
the word that Ottawa is a pulsating hub
of clean energy technologies. Representatives of OCEC recently returned
from a clean energy mission to China,
run by OCRI and Foreign Affairs and
International Trade Canada, and are
planning a second trip there soon. With
its huge demand for energy, China (and
India, another country of interest for
OCEC) represents a major opportunity for Ottawa’s cleantech companies.
“China is a hot market for clean energy
and we already have connections into
the country and are looking to meet
with science organizations, look into
marketing issues and find out what innovation is going on over there,” reports OCEC chair Chris Henderson.
Mike Scott, chair of the Ottawa
Photonics Cluster, has had an exciting last few months, overseeing OPC’s
merger with Toronto cluster OPTIC,
forming the Ontario Photonics Industry Network or OPIN. “This will give
us the ability to approach the Ontario
government for funding and move from
being a volunteer group to a professionally run organization. The Ottawa cluster will now be a chapter in the overall
organization, creating a sustainable future, a broader network, the ability to
hire consultants, and so on,” says Mr.
Scott. “The future is bright. Our survey,
released June 5, shows that nearly every industry in Canada uses photonics
based products. For example, we are
looking to host a workshop for the signage industry and others, discussing the
latest in lighting capability.”
OttawaMedtech, the capital’s newest cluster group (first meeting, March
20), is chaired by David McInnes, VP
of international relations at MDS Nordion, and managed by Mandeep Rayat.
“Canada, like many countries, is seeking to manage rising healthcare costs
and improve the delivery of healthcare,
largely driven by the health needs of its
aging population. Our goal is to support and nurture the emerging growth
of a diverse medical technologies sector,
including medical devices, convergent
technologies, and informatics in medical
research and healthcare.” Mr. Rayat, his
sights set globally, is currently scouting
foreign tradeshows where he can promote Ottawa’s medtech.
It’s been said that there is safety in
numbers, and Ottawa’s tech companies
are finding safety in the form of support through their respective cluster
alliances. Like a colony of bees, these
associated companies are stronger for
working together, sharing ideas and
facilitating the migration of workers
between tech sectors, a sort of crosspollination that is keeping companies
and clusters strong as they move ahead
and grow in new directions.

compensation packages. Employers
have to move quickly while balancing the challenge of ensuring they
have taken the time to thoroughly interview the candidate and that there
is the right “fit”. Recruiters are also
seeing more specific demands from
candidates. They want a targeted
salary including bonuses and RSP
matching contributions before they
will leave their current employer.
But more importantly they want to
know about their specific career path
options and development opportunities, work life balance, vacation entitlements etc. as well as the corporate
culture and goals. Stock options no
longer hold the “big pay-off” appeal
they once did. Employees want to
see their total compensation package
in quantifiable terms, not “pie in the
sky” potential.
Along with the aging boomer
crunch, Ottawa companies are also
seeing increased competition for talent from government. Although on the
surface this competition may seem unlikely for the typical adrenalin-fueled
high tech junky, many middle-aged
employees are looking to slow down
and ease into their retirement years.
Transitioning into a government role
for the remainder of their working life
has its appeal for those seeking to get
out of the competitive race but are not
quite ready to be at the cottage year
round.
I lived through an employee’s market during the high tech craze. The
competition was fierce and companies
were throwing high salaries and multiple perks at candidates to entice them
to come on board. I saw a lot of job
hopping and the lure of higher salaries
seemed to be the main motivation. I
don’t expect to see that same level of
employee market craze but employers
are experiencing recruitment challenges greater than any in the past seven or
eight years.
If you are fortunate enough to be
a skilled employee in today’s market
you have the opportunity to think
about your career aspirations and to
review a number of openings right
now. Take the time to research the
company and position you are considering and ensure you have found
the right fit for yourself. Job hopping
is never ideal. During an interview,
for each change in your résumé you
will have to give the reason why. Believe me, “more money” is not the
answer hiring managers want to hear.
If you are getting the itch to make a
change don’t rule out your current
employer, as many would rather look
to find you a more suitable position
within instead of receiving your letter
of resignation and losing your talent
completely.
Nancy Clark, president and CEO
of Enavance Consulting Inc., is an
HR development professional who
has been through every mill from the
explosive growth of JDS Uniphase
in the late ‘90s to a government
agency in reorg mode, with stops at
Marconi, Iogen and other hot spots
in between. She can be reached at
nancy_clark@primus.ca

nuggets

NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD

Gallium’s Hume wins

Tanya Hume, controller at Gallium
Visual Systems, wins this year’s
OCRI-University of Ottawa Telfer
School of Management scholarship valued at over
$59,500. “I would
like to thank OCRI
and the Partners in
Prosperity (OCRI
partners
Ottawa
Citizen,
Spectra
FX, Ramius Corporation and Workshift.com) for making this scholarship a reality,” says Ms. Hume. “My
experience in assisting Gallium make
the transition from a privately owned
company into part of a larger global
enterprise will allow me to bring a
unique perspective to the MBA program.” The award will allow Ms.
Hume, the second
recipient of the scholarship, to participate in the university’s executive MBA program by providing her
with tuition over a 20-month period,
as well as free access to a variety of
business networking events and seminars, and all required course materials, among other perquisites. “We are
very pleased to welcome Tanya to the
program,” says Terry Kulka, director
of the executive MBA program. “Her
strong business background and firsthand experience at Gallium, a world
leader in providing performance critical software and display solutions,
will bring a unique and valuable perspective to the learning environment.”
The annual scholarship is given to a
standout employee of an OCRI-member company so that they may further
their education and broaden their skill
set, and thereby strengthen the talent pool within the capital region’s
knowledge-based economy.

Deals cemented

Allen-Vanguard takes a $35-million order from General Dynamics
Armament and Technical Products for electronic counter-measures
(ECM) equipment. The Ottawabased company says the major purchase of spares for vehicle-mounted
jammers, which interfere with radio
signals used to remotely detonate
IEDs (improvised explosive devices), is headed for a US Department of Defense customer. The deal
comes shortly after the company secures a $10-million contract for the
ECM gear from an unspecified Commonwealth customer. “This spares
order for DoD represents a commitment to the extensive installed base
of our most battle-proven jammer,”
says CEO David Luxton. “We are
pleased to see this further increment
to our backlog of ECM orders on the
heels of the $10-million ECM order
announced just days ago.”

Bets on Carleton

Las Vegas-based SymPowerco Corp.
is partnering with Carleton U. on a
fuel cell and hybrid power system
project. SymPowerco, through its
majority-owned subsidiary, Torontoheadquartered Polygenic Power Systems Inc., has an exclusive licence to
develop a unique flowing electrolyte
direct methanol fuel cell FE DMFC
technology with Hybrid Energy
Technologies Inc., also of Toronto.
The technology was acquired by SymPowerco and Hybrid Energy from
Toronto’s Pure Energy Visions, the
developer of the technology. A 5-watt
prototype, built and tested by Pure
Energy, was placed with Carleton’s
department of mechanical and aerospace engineering. The prototype will
be used as a platform for advancing
SymPowerco’s FE DMFC program
with the goal of commercializing the
technology. The 5W unit is a complete
and functioning hybrid power system
with an advanced system control and
data acquisition system. It is anticipated that the project will involve up
to three Carleton faculty members
and several undergraduate and graduate students concurrently developing
various technical aspects of the fuel
cell project.

The company accuses Motorola Inc.,
Research in Motion Corp., Research
in Motion Ltd. and UTStarCom Inc.,
located in Calif., of infringing and
continuing to infringe upon wireless
patents RE37,802 and 5,282,222, by
making and/or selling products that
contain technology covered by the two
patents. Wi-LAN’s case, being tried in
the US district court for the eastern district of Texas, Marshall Division, will
be pled by law firm McKool Smith,
which also represented the company
in its November litigation launched
against 22 companies. One of those
companies, Marvell Semiconductor
Inc., recently settled with Wi-LAN.
Terms of the settlement were not released.

“Milestone” deal

Triacta Power Technologies Inc.
signs a key distribution agreement for
its smart meters with multinational
French energy management products
maker Schneider Electric. The Almonte-based company says the deal
with will see Schneider reselling Triacta’s energy- and cost-saving meters, as
well as energy management web-based
software, under brand names Schneider
Electric and Square D. Schneider,
which sells its products in 190 countries and notched 17.3 billion euros
in revenue last year, will also embed
Triacta meters into its line of electrical panel products. “This is a milestone

for Triacta,” says CEO Rob Brennan.
“Teaming up with Schneider Electric
will boost sales and the deal gives us
an important reference customer going
forward.” Triacta’s meters will allow
Schneider to give tenants in multi-tenant buildings the ability to independently manage energy expenditure, and its
software will permit customers to view
energy consumption and billing information online and direct tenant data
directly to their billing service.

energy and sustainability, according to
CEO Tim Angus, and saw participation by three insiders who subscribed
to 600,772 of the shares offered.
Thermal intends to use the new cash
to, in part, complete the acquisition
of its UK partner, steam trap maker
Gardner Energy Management Ltd.
In other news, the company recently
signed a $20-million deal to provide
its FLU-ACE waste heat recovery
system to an unspecified, major North
American integrated paper company.
The installation is the initial phase of
a deal which will see the company’s
technology deployed at a number of
the customer’s industrial sites.

$1 million beyond goal

Thermal Energy International
Inc. exceeds expectations in its largest-ever private placement, taking
in gross proceeds of $15 million on
roughly 68.2 million common shares
in an oversubscribed allotment. The
company, which had initially hoped to
raise $14 million, amended the placement on June 11 to reflect subscriber
interest. Handled by Toronto-based
agents Max Capital Markets Ltd.
and Jacob and Company Securities
Inc., the placement attracted several
renowned funds focused on renewable

$4-million add-on

Pacific Safety Products Inc. signs a
$4-million follow-on contract to supply
additional protective products to the Department of National Defence, part of
$10 million to $15 million opportunity
previously identified by the Arnpriorbased company. PSP says it will deliver
on the contract within this calendar year.
More, see Nuggets, page 6

Plant almost a go

Plasco Energy Group’s plan to build a
full-scale plasma gasification plant gets
the green light from the city’s economic development committee. The company now needs only be given the goahead by city council in order to begin
construction. Plasco boss Rod Bryden
says the plant, built and operated by
his company, would handle over 400
tonnes of waste per day and meet all
of Ontario’s environmental standards.
Plasma gasification decomposes waste
under extremely high temperatures and
low oxygen levels, producing a gas that
can be used to create electricity. The
company expects the plant to provide
$125 million in yearly revenue, while
using almost all of Ottawa’s household
garbage to create enough clean electricity to light nearly 25,000 homes.
A $27-million waste-to-energy demo
facility has existed at Ottawa’s Trail
Road landfill since 2006.

ENGINEER

A NEW FUTURE

…WITH A MASTER’S DEGREE IN
TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION MANAGEMENT!
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innovation, technology strategy, new product development,
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Master of Engineering (MEng) is a web-based degree that you
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Visit our website on July 8 or 22 at 3:00 p.m. for a virtual
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New suits

Wi-LAN Inc. launches new patent litigation lawsuits against three
companies, including heavyweights
Motorola and Research in Motion.
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Dual passion for travel and tech
fuel success for pioneer blogger

nuggets
Marcus chooses Mitel

Mitel’s hospitality solution is selected
by Marcus Hotels and Resorts for
its 20 luxury hotels and resorts, which
operate under the Inter-Continental,
Starwood and Hilton flags. The customer chose the Mitel telecom gear
after reviewing similar systems from
leading competitors including NEC
and Avaya. “We racked and stacked
the feature sets and costs of the different systems, and after a thorough
analysis of the overall performance,
functionality, and TCO the Mitel system is the right choice for our hotels
and resorts,” says Brian Borucki, director of infrastructure and technology
with Marcus Hotels. The customer has
since reported that the Mitel Hospitality Solution, comprised of the Mitel
SX-200 IP Communications Platform and Mitel IP phones with Mitel
Cordless Handsets, has “improved all
aspects of the business including customer service, operating costs, and has
enhanced reporting capabilities,” according to Mitel.

Ambercore buys
Terrapoint

Ottawa-based Ambercore Software
Inc. buys fellow mapping services
firm Terrapoint for $6.5 million. Ambercore, a maker of spatial analysis
software for the energy and mining
sector, says it bought Terrapoint from
parent company Calgary-headquartered Pulse Data Inc. for its complementary offerings. “The combination
of Ambercore and Terrapoint creates a
powerful company that can offer endto-end spatial data solutions,” says
Ambercore CEO Martin Sendyk.
“The two companies have worked
together in the past, combining Ambercore’s software capabilities with
Terrapoint’s airborne LiDAR (light
detection and ranging) services. Both
groups are excited to develop further
synergies going forward.” Supported
by a $3.5 million investment from
SQFive Intelligent Oilfield Solutions
Ltd., the deal could cost Ambercore

up to an additional $1.5 million, depending on how consolidated operations perform over the next year.
Terrapoint has offices in Ottawa and
Houston, while Ambercore has operations in Calgary, South Africa and
Europe, as well as its headquarters in
Ottawa.

UAE airport install

March Networks’ subsidiary, Italy
based CIEFFE, secures a deal to
supply Al Ain International Airport
in the United Arab Emirates with an
IP video surveillance system that will
enhance terminal and cargo facilities
security. Installation of the first phase
of the deployment, which includes
some 400 cameras, advanced video
management software, encoders and
recording systems, will be handled
by Al Fahad Smart Systems, the
airport’s choice to handle the job.
“We are pleased to provide Al Ain
International Airport with a high performance IP video solution that meets
the demanding requirements of public
transportation and critical infrastructure security,” says March president
and CEO Peter Strom. “We look
forward to expanding our footprint in
the Middle East further in the months
to come.” In addition to providing
sophisticated video monitoring and
event management capabilities, the
system will also support advanced
video analytics, such as left object
detection and people tracking.

Going to Kathmandu

Optelian enters Nepal, having signed
a distribution agreement with Kathmandu-based Lotus Holdings. Optelian, a provider of optical transport
systems, says that Lotus will promote Optelian’s LightGAIN systems
through its more than 15 companies
involved in IT, consulting services,
manufacturing, and trading/social
development in Nepal. Established
in 2002, Ottawa-based Optelian produces optical transport solutions for
service providers and business networks.

$30-million win

Bridgewater Systems scoops a major,
three-year contract to provide Verizon
Wireless with a fully-integrated subscriber data management and service
control solution for its wireless network. Bridgewater says that the deal,
initially worth about $30-million, will
see the company marry its carrier-grade
software to third-party hardware and
software. Bridgewater will also provide
Verizon with a number of professional
services, including architecture and capacity planning, and ongoing support.
“This contract deepens our relationship
with Verizon Wireless and provides a
robust solution to support the delivery
of data services across its national network,” says Ed Ogonek, president and
CEO of Bridgewater Systems. “Providing our software as part of an integrated
solution represents a growth opportunity for our company, with Verizon Wireless serving as a flagship customer.”
Bridgewater expects to begin delivering on the contract in Q4 2008.

More revenue, loss

Ottawa-based patent licencer Wi-LAN
sees sales leap from $75,000 in last
year’s Q2 year to $3.2 million in the
second quarter of fiscal 2008. However,
the company almost doubles losses to
$4.1 million ($.04 a share) from $2.3
million ($.03 a share), despite adding 17
new licensees for its wireless and V-chip
patents. CEO Jim Skippen explains the
loss as largely a result of amortization
related to the company’s $108-million
acquisition of Tri-Vision. For the first
time, Wi-LAN released guidance for
full-year revenue, which it forecasts at
between $15 million and $20 million.
“Our business has now reached a maturity level that permits us to be more confident in our licensing program,” says Mr.
Skippen. “The confidence that we have
in our business is demonstrated, in part,
by our decision to provide more fulsome
financial disclosure.” As of April 30, WiLAN had approximately $140-million
worth of backlogged revenue.

The first was the proliferation of Internet cafes, making it possible to update a blog on
the go. Second was
the digital camera
becoming affordable
Robert Janelle
for consumers, allowing anyone to put pictures of
their travels on a computer instantly.
Finally, there was Google’s acquisiummer months bring warmer tion of the Blogger platform in 2003
weather and for many a slow- which brought mainstream media ater work pace giving them the tention to the business of blogs, giving
perfect opportunity to travel and, of TravelPod plenty of exposure in the
course, to blog about travelling.
process. “It’s gotten easier to explain it
And if there’s anyone who under- now that everyone knows what a blog
stands travel blogging, it’s Luc Lev- is,” says Mr. Levesque.
esque, founder of TravelPod [www.
Of course, the increase in the poputravelpod.com], a platform designed larity of blogging led to more competispecifically for travel blogging. Run by tion but Mr. Levesque says the coma team in the Byward Market, Travel- pany stays ahead by focussing on its
Pod has the usual features of a hosted niche. While other blogging platforms
blogging platform like Wordpress or try to be all things to all people, TravelGoogle’s Blogger but also includes Pod has stayed focused on building a
some travel writing specific functional- community around travel.
ity. Examples include being able to put
Plus a few incentives don’t hurt.
a pin in a virtual map to quickly show Along with having the blog posting
where a post is being written from and process optimized for travellers, deals
where else the writer has been. The site have been worked out to get some users
can then show the writer which other to qualify for discounts on hotels and
travel bloggers are in the same area and car rentals. “We’re picking a vertical
provides the ability to send messages and going deep,” says Mr. Levesque.
to each other.
The continued growth of TravelPod
What is most interesting about led to it being acquired last year by
TravelPod, however, is how the site TripAdvisor (a subsidiary of Expedia)
came to be. In 1997, before the word for an undisclosed amount, leading to
“blog” had even been coined, Mr. Lev- a redesign. While Mr. Levesque won’t
esque was fresh out of college and reveal the total number of users on
working for an Internet service provid- TravelPod, the site gets between 35,000er. With some vacation time, he took 45,000 new blog posts per week and that
off to Europe and decided to create number is expected to grow.
a web site to provide easy updates to
After 11 years, in a post acquisitionfriends and family about his travels.
phase and enjoying continuous growth
To make this easier, he wrote a (Mr. Levesque is currently looking for
Perl script that would simplify adding a bigger office and more developers)
chronological posts to a web site and TravelPod is far beyond the start-up
automatically Email those who were stage. So I asked Mr. Levesque how he
interested to let them know an update keeps up the energy and enthusiasm.
was posted.
“I’m passionate about technology
Eventually, Mr. Levesque decided to and passionate about travel,” he says.
open the site up to the public, allowing “This is a dream job.”
anyone to create what he referred to as
Bob Janelle is a freelance journalist
a “travel log” at the time.
who has plied his trade at the Citizen
The site initially gained users slowly and Kingston’s Whig-Standard. A bithrough word-of-mouth, but there were lingual grad of Algonquin’s J-School,
three milestones that pushed the site’s where he won awards for both writing
popularity and turned it from a hobby and photography, he is a self-confessed
into a full-fledged business.
video game addict.
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If Canada is a land of opportunity,
why is an engineer serving fast food?
Access the Hire Immigrants Ottawa Action Plan
for tools and resources to enhance your efforts
in hiring and integrating skilled immigrants
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Doubt disease leads to failure by instilling fear of the future
For some with weak immune systems, a legal education ensures they have a full
blown case of doubt
disease by the time
ANDREW WAITMAN they are facing their
first legal case. I mean
no offense by this observation, for to raise doubt is the primary
tool in a defence lawyer’s arsenal.
he disease is rampant in Cana- They are in fact inculcated with the
dian venture. It’s highly infec- doubt disease during training. Those
tious. It does not kill its host. already infected or with weak immune
Rather, it actively works to infect all systems will be the most vulnerable to
who come in contact with the host. this type of infection. Another group
It does this when the host speaks. It with a high rate of affliction is bankworks by corroding the fabric of ambi- ers, though their infection rates have
tion and accomplishment. If someone less to do with their training and more
with the disease comes in contact with to do with the cycles of irrational exuyour start-up, quarantine, a perimeter berance leading to widespread finanand ultimately removal is absolutely cial disasters they constantly inflict
necessary. It has killed many start-ups upon themselves. These wounds of
(but more on this later). The host, of credulity expose them to the doubt discourse, is a human being. And the dis- ease where they go on to rapidly infect
ease is projected doubt. Doubt about many others.
direction, decisions, delivery. Doubt
Why does the doubt disease exist and
about doing. Doubt about the future.
how dangerous is it? The disease is a
Entrepreneurs are typically immune. symptom of both fear and failure. Fear
Their protection, of course, is confi- is a natural evolutionary survival trait
dence. It’s unlikely that Steve Jobs yet unconquered by our rational brain.
would ever contract
Failure, on the other
the disease, though
hand, is an interpretEmpirically we
he has been exposed
ed state of our chato it many times
recognize failure is otic environment.
during his early tuis simply an
far more common Failure
multuous career at
unintended conseApple. Though inquence, so to speak.
than success. The
fected people can be
is the oppodoubt disease exists Failure
dangerous, as they
site of success. Sucbecause of this
were at Apple when
cess is relative and
they ousted him as
defined as achieving
obvious statistical
CEO, he learned that
ends that we desire
observation.
immunity can be
or attempt to conimproved with suftrol...an
intended
ficient distance and by avoiding those consequence. However, empirically we
with the disease, as he demonstrated at recognize failure is far more common
Pixar and Next.
than success. The doubt disease exists
There are no clear tests that can be because of this overwhelming and obvitaken to diagnose an infection. How- ous statistical observation.
ever, conversations with the infected
So why is it so dangerous? The doubt
host may reveal, at different rates, the disease is dangerous for two primary
nature of their infection. The symptoms reasons. First, if it infected the entire
include preoccupation with negative or population, there would be no attempts at
failed outcomes. Vocalized cynicism or success. Stasis, stagnation with resulting
skepticism based on little knowledge, decay will ensue. If the disease destroys
experience or context. Individuals in- ambition, hope and idealism it destroys
fected rarely identify opportunities or everything that has advanced mankind
solutions. They fixate on problems and thus far. Aspiration, ambition and hope
cast opinions with little or no apprecia- – driven by confidence – is necessary for
tion of the complexity of the context.
exploration, advancement and progress.

Money Talks

T

Secondly, the disease is dangerous
You should limit as much as posThe corrosive nature of the disease is
because it often feeds on false context, sible any contact with your organi- so dangerous that many companies have
information or understanding. In other zation once the infected individual failed from loss of faith in the future,
words it can defeat sound business has been identified. Any investors or rather than loss of opportunity. It can afjudgments for no other reason than its board members exhibiting the disease flict both small and large organizations.
infection veracity. For example a vocal should be isolated at all cost since Apple nearly died from this disease until
but infected board member or inves- they have a much higher infection Steve Jobs returned and conquered the
tor can spread fear rapidly through an vector that those lower in the orga- infection with optimism, insight and
investor group or community causing nization. The higher up a negative confidence in himself and the company.
panic-driven decisions that contribute influence is in the organization the
There is no absolute cure. The orgato a company’s demise. If
nizational immune system
more rational, thoughtful, For some with weak immune systems, can, however, be strengthinsightful heads prevailed
through ongoing
a legal education ensures they have a ened
the company would weather
success. Celebrating indifull blown case of doubt disease
the crisis and move on. The
vidual, departmental and
panic that flowed through
organizational successes,
global financial markets in the first more dangerous to the company’s no matter how small, helps to build
quarter of 2008 demonstrated the dan- health. That is not to say you do not confidence in your people and the orgers of the disease at a global scale. Ir- want investors asking tough questions ganization. This will limit the spread
rational fear infects everyone simulta- about your tactics and strategy. You of the doubt disease even if you are
neously and an irrational panic ensues do. However, those who clearly are inadvertently exposed by a rogue emabout the future.
predisposed to cynicism, doom and ployee, investor or board member.
How to avoid the disease in your negativism should be avoided. Once
My conviction is that start-ups that
start-up? Everyone interviewed should you bring someone into your com- avoid the disease are already on the
be examined for the disease. This can munity with the disease they will in- way toward building success in tobe accomplished in conversation with fect others and that will begin to zap day’s chaotic environment.
them about their past accomplish- the strength out of your organization
Andrew Waitman is managing partments, goals and ambitions for them- until your key people succumb to the ner of Celtic House Venture Partners,
selves and their contribution and aspi- disease and everyone second guesses specializing in early stage investments
rations for your start-up.
everyone else.
in high technology companies.
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We see the shape of industries to come.
What do you see? Ontario’s manufacturing sector is an economic powerhouse, fueled by innovation and
raw talent. At Ontario Centres of Excellence, we’ve been refining both of those essential elements for 20 years.
OCE is a vital partner in the research to commercialization process in five key market sectors: materials
and manufacturing, communications and information technology, earth and environmental technologies,
energy, and photonics. In addition to the guidance, connections and seed funding we provide, our talent
programs nurture the bold new minds that are powering Ontario’s future. See the results at oce-ontario.org.
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